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Kitchen

Collection embodies spirit of 
reinvention
BRIZO blends traditional and avant-garde in its 
Tulham Kitchen Collection to reveal an elegant, highly 
detailed design. Derived from the word “tulip,” the 
collection features sweeping curves that evoke the 
flower’s form. With lavish fluting and a variety of fin-
ish options—including statement-making tone-on-tone 
finish combinations—Tulham delivers a stunning aes-
thetic to any kitchen. The collection offers a variety 
of faucet configurations and matching accessories. 
brizo.com

Range hoods ideal for 
custom applications
BROAN-NUTONE introduces two Broan 21" 
Custom Range Hood Power Packs (PM600SSV 
and PM400SSV). These power packs are the 
latest in the company’s hidden ventilation 
alternatives for the kitchen, offering home-
owners endless design possibilities while 
applying a simple, behind-the-scenes solution 
that eliminates smoke and odors without ever 
being noticed. The powerpack inserts are ideal 
for custom range hood applications and help 
achieve a custom look.
broan-nutone.com

Sleek, modern line incorporates design era
DXV unveils the Étre Kichen Collection, a representation of the design 
era known as “Machine Age Modernism,” a time when designers 
focused on functionality, practicality and purpose. True to this concept, 
the Étre line is defined by sleek, modern lines with adaptable and dura-
ble design elements for maximum utility. The collection is comprised 
of a pull-down kitchen faucet, pull-down bar faucet, single- and dou-
ble-bowl apron-front sinks in various sizes, and soap dispenser.
dxv.com

Faucets turn on, off at temperature set prior
KOHLER presents a fresh take on mid-century modern style with its 
Tone Faucet Collection. Each of the three pull-down faucets in the col-
lection feature temperature memory, allowing the faucet to be turned 
on and off at the temperature set during prior usage. The two pull-down 
models feature a three-function sprayhead including Sweep spray, a wide, 
powerful blade of water that sweeps the dishes and sink clean, and Boost 
technology, which increases flow rate by 30 percent.
us.kohler.com

Sinks combine composites 
with workstation
RUVATI announces a kitchen sink collection 
that pairs two of today’s most in-demand fea-
tures into one design. Known as the epiStage 
Series, the sinks combine the beauty and color 
options of granite composites with the impres-
sive practicality of the workstation design. 
The result is a true masterpiece of form and 
function destined to be the focal point of any 
kitchen. Integrated ledges along the front and 
back accommodate included accessories that 
slide into place when needed.
ruvati.com
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